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Artnotes
A surprising fact: Zimbabwean

Hivos give support to many areas of

And now,

ilies.
being borrowed by individuals, famiiii

development throughout the world

artworks by Zimbabwean

businesses and institutions in The

forestry,

Netherlands.

to education.

artworks are

gender issues, health, human rights
In this they are similar to other

aid agencies but

Thanks

an innovative and open-minded

to

approach

The

to art in that country.

—

'artoteeken"

is

unique

in their

need for the

arts

which provide

sustenance for the heart, mind and

public can pay a small

annual subscription and in return borrow

of this

is

in

Creativity

and

spirit,

is

the key to solving problems, of

and Hivos' enlightened support for

cultural activities has deeper significance

help us to approach our realities in a more

and wider

creative way.

Gallery magazine,

all our readers, and
Zimbabweans, are deeply
indebted to Hivos for helping us pull that

indeed,

Hivos' support to the

arts in

effects than are at first apparent.

southern

all

mental rip-cord.

years and, for example, in Dordrecht people

among
many others, community theatre, the
Zimbabwe International Book Fair, film

can choose from over 8 000 artworks!

production and festivals, writers groups, the

contemporary directions of

Museum

District Six

In this issue of Gallery

Foundation, crafts

presented

associations, the Handspring Trust for

is

Puppetry

like a parachute.

the

Education, radio development,

in

programme of the National
Bulawayo and, closer to us, the

only useful

when

it's

And among

Hivos" most notable

attributes is the practical

manner

in

which they

and low-key

the limelight as "the funders", never

spending money on fanfare or

self-

promotion when
This quotation

is

prominently displayed

the head-offices of
Institute for

Hivos

(the

in

Humanist

reasons for

Co-operation with Developing

Countries) in The Netherlands, and

is

Regional Office
Jan Vossen and

actively pursued and particularly evident in

Ireen Dubel, Policy

their cultural policies.

it can be used in more truly
ways - which is one of the
this editorial. The Hivos

constructive

inspirational

in

Harare, and in particular

Noma Mpofu

have been

and instrumental

in the

continued publication of Gallery magazine.

Officer for Culture, Bureau Africa, at Hivos,
first

told us about the art-library concept in

1997.

Always looking

a wider local audience,
art library

libraries in the

to get art to

we thought

that an

Through Gallery, the springboard effect of
Hivos support is evident. For example:
•

directors of three art

Zimbabwe

January

in

teachers in
articles
•

knowledge and

making optimum use of the

and photos

Zimbabwean

•

for their lending

Zimbabwean

•

the three

readers in

•

introductory essays (including a historical

artists)

throughout the world

and

to

launched their Zimbabwean collections
through public openings.
lecture with slides

was given

at

two of the

For many

from

country other than stone sculpture

was a

first

view of

•

art

and for example at the Artoteek den Haag,
over half of the paintings were immediately

booked

for borrowing.

visual art to

become more

the

Zimbabwe Association

of Art Critics

has been established to assist in raising

positive.

it

subscribe

widespread

openings and public response was very

this

who now

Gallery enabling information about

Zimbabwean

An accompanying

art

made with art
of many diverse types

contacts have been
institutions

Zimbabwe and

biographies of the participating

have free access to

information on local

artoteeken produced a catalogue with

art in

paintings have been used

book covers
local public, community and

rural libraries

overview of

have received travel

for overseas

collections.

With support from Hivos

arti.sts

expenses to attend regional workshops

experience and to consider buying

Zimbabwean artworks

that teach 'A'

Sheets specifically produced to assist

in

to share their

Zimbabwe

Galleiy along with .Schools' Activities

Netherlands (Artoteek

Dordrecht) came to

schools in

all

level art receive sponsored copies of

Amsterdam, Artoteek den Haag
Centrum voor Beeldende Kunst in

Zuidoost

1998

ways

could be a possibility for

Zimbabwe. The

and the

for

the level of awareness through the
•

articles

and photos arc used

local artists

and

to

media

promote

to facilitate invitations to

exhibit and participate in

regionally and overseas.

workshops

to the present, at lines in

There are many thoughts

view of

life.

in these articles

and the artworks they discuss which can
stimulate a
life.

We

The

Editor

more

are, all

never claiming

assist,

at

highlights developments in British sculpture

nature, at Hilary Kashiri's

is

Africa as

'Changed World' exhibition which

from the 60s

very magazine you are reading. Funding

at

art in

1998 Senegal Biennale,

at the

Gallery in

ideas.

open."

we look

the outreach

provided along with advice and innovative

It is

All

a strong counter to negative trends

African countries encompasses,

"The mind

can be

artists

The Netherlands.

Zimbabwe.

all sorts,

paintings and sculptures to live with in their

homes or offices for periods ranging from
one month to one year. This system has
been in operation in The Netherlands for 25

borrowed by people
in

development. Every human being has an

intrinsic

lending libraries.

art

Members of the

Hivos

thanks to Hivos. contemporary

understanding of the essential role of culture
in

Netherlands government has estabhshed

— from

creative personal attitude to

of

us, parachutists!

—

Dak'Art

the BJennale of

Contemporary

— was

African Art
held in Dakar,

Senegal,

in April

1998. Derek

Muggins attended
the event and gives
us his impressions

New forms for old
Viye Diba, Materials, Rhythms and Compositions,
1997, 160 X 157cm, mixed media

On

the

most western extremity of Africa, where the Atlantic Ocean

meets the chffs and the sand,

modem

old and

the city of Dakar.

is

west-coast port

— an entrance and

influence

exit to

arid, undulating land of palm and acacia and baobab (the Sahara
400 kilometres and Bamako in Mali 1000 kilometres inland)
and the city climbs the low hills behind the harbour. The Dutch, the

—

is

British and the French colonised successively

and examples of

their

sea.

But

Africa where the influence of de.sert peoples

this is

is felt in

is

remarkable

confusion of street

in the

the traveller

is

the beauty

the colourful "bubu'

many men
the textile

Islam.
its

in

—

and elegance of the

subdued colours, which

and a strong culture

in

The Grand Mosque with

presence

—

is felt

—

women who

tells

which

its

worn

the

predominant religion

the stunningly beautiful

is

at the

blue,

is

fortress

slavers" bastion

of the past. Along

the

camera

in

is

an ocean of

the coast to the south, the urban sprawl follows

where

into a

moments. The opening event
tall

at the

and distinguished President

in the cultural

example of the previous

and impressive event. Departing into the

was

a colourful

day

we encountered

light

art,

of

a huge crowd of onlookers in the street as well
Guard who, in their high French-colonial white-

masked dancers and musicians

Museum,

that

the site of

major international exhibition of contemporary African

whom

and a constant and disturbing reminder

the road for thirty kilometres and more,

on the day of the opening ceremony

— and immediately plunged

President Senghor, had called for the instigation of a biennale of

are resident in Africa,

art.

Senegal (6) South Africa

(2),

Burkina Faso

(

1 ),

Nigeria

( 1 ),

the desert people's

(

I ),

Cape

Tunisia (2)

At the given time

of Africa, most of

countries: Cote d'lvoire

(7),

"Verde (1),

(

tragically died just prior to our

— 1998 —

contemporary African

artists

drawn from 13

Cameroon (5 ), Angola (1), Benin
Congo Democratic (2), Ghana
Luis Meque who
and Zimbabwe 1

(7),

the Isle de Goree, the former colonialists' impregnable

and

found myself as a guest of the

This exhibition comprised works by 37

aimed. Across the bay, just outside the port and easily visible from
the high ground,

Friday, 24th April

the

is

with flashing

when

an orange-tinged conch

I

greeted us at Place du Soweto outside the Ifan

harbour, avert their faces and draw a finger

lying like

that

impressive and

women

across their throats at the would-be photographer

panorama

vivid contrast to the traditional

eyes as of burning coals, dressed in their vibrant garments in the

market place and

this

breasted coats and trousers, red cloaks and curved sabres, were in

dress in
also by

of a long tradition with

mosaic facade

was against

as the Presidential

the over-riding impression for

the long caftan-like apparel,

dry

Ministry of Culture attending the Biennale of Contemporary African

Diouf who some years ago.

downtown suburb of Nyacherere with

— and

flat,

lagoon and sand shoreline and blue herons and ocean.

National Theatre, attended by the

life

not encounter a supermarket

It

at Jaol. a

events, people and magic

the

and businesses and communal transport. A
busy but not over-congested harbour and city centre lend themselves
I did
to market places and street stalls where everything is offered
its

and goats

line the road

wander, and on into the open.

kaleidoscope of images and impressions in a five-day whirl of

north-west

predominantly white buildings with pink-orange roofs and the
contrast

and

—

houses and the Presidential Palace and gracious hotels on the cliff

edge are fanned by the breeze from the

where palm and mango

cattle

Art. arriving in the early hours

on the high ground where grandiose

architecture are in evidence

stronger,

landscape, here and there with acacia scrub and a forest of baobab

and from

an

is

and Brahmen-like

a centuries

It is

art that

planned

this

trip

—

together to Dak'Art).

holds to be the best of

could be found and as judged by an

international selection committee

headed by Achilla Bonito Oliva,

»r-i

of Rome, assisted by a 15-member panel of ititernational
and African experts and artists including a few whom we know such
as Linda Givon of South Africa and Yacouha Konate of Cote
art critic

d'lvoire

who

1997 on an unannounced

visited southern Africa late in

whistle-stop visit to identify artists

who might

be of interest to the

panel. In such a task there must be the original preferred emphasis
I think it was to find the most avant garde and politically

—

expressive

— and

is

not and

it

as a

modern one

and the more

that satisfies present taste,

more this tendency became
apparent. The questions then become: Is it borrowing, copying,
recycling, reinventing or reinterpreting.' Does it succeed and who
one thought and looked

does

it

best? This

is

in

Dakar

this criteria,

the

tempered with the thought

derivative of something and most

making

inevitably there must be oversights and

shortcomings, debatable choices and decisions. There is. in such an
undertaking, a certain element of luck as to who is represented and

who

present

arti.sts

work

however. Viye Diba succeeds

more

far as

manner. Given

he goes

in

means accomplished and

art that is visually satisfying, the

professional, but

.so

that all art is

in this

allied to the decorative than to the

powertul

and expressive.

Zimbabwe's Tapfuma Gutsa. Gerry Dixt)n and Berry

Bickle would have

fitted

within this selection.

—

The exhibition was mounted in a rectangular space and was bu.sy
and the presentation was
simply too many works for the space
questionable, with more contrast than harmony. The many
photographs could, one thought, have been exhibited more
appropriately in a .space on the ground floor which had been utilised

—

for photographs of

numerous

portraits of

Senegalese

artists,

more space upstairs for the
The two works by Luis Meque, Woiiiini at

perhaps

a sop to hurt feelings, and given

larger

works

the

to breath.

Bar

Nearby on the same wall were two works by Tiebena Dagnogo of
in his Porte
the door
Cote dTvoire who uses the same form
Celeste and Mos.si Kro. both of which are painted wood, the latter

—

being the best for

propped against the wall and shrouded

the Portes d"un

Prominence was given

its

human element and

colour,

and was

made more pronounced references to his culture by the inclusion of
small wooden figures within his works Esprite Protecieur and
Fecondile. Similarly in Veilleio: the work of Lydie Ettiene on the
same

black cloth.

crudity,

me. one of the most arresting works on the exhibition. Different
versions of the same theme could be found in his work on the Cote
dTvoire Exhibition as part of the Biennale's fringe and in which he
for

and Composer, had not found space by the opening day and came out
a day or two later to be shown in an improvi.sed position on the floor
in

its

—

fringe exhibition, there

was a

figure with upraised

reminiscent of figures that can be seen

arms

in

to the

^

work of Viye Diba. one of
Senegal's most celebrated and
successful

artists,

for six or seven

who won

works

the First Prize

in the series

Materials,

Rhylhms and Compositions. Essentially Diba
works with wood, covering it with linen, tying and
joining sections and painting them in dull pink
atlohc colour which gives the impression and

Works by Viye Diba

feeling of the flatness and aridity of the hinterland, and by fashioning
linen sachets filled with clay or cloth

create relief. Inevitably the form

of the

Dogon door They may

is

which

are tied to the sections to

reminiscent of the door, perhaps

indirectly,

if

it

is

rather searching for

meaning than finding

Huit Faces under the leadership of

the land they

inherently refer to, relate to poverty in their aridness, hui this

Obi (Sanctuaire) of the Alusi of the Region of Onitsha of Southern
Nigeria. The door was again apparent in the work of Jean Marie
Bruce, a Senegalese artist participating in a workshop organised by
Jaol. a

is

which was

it.

form and himself

in his

artist to find

i)wn expression, and

subject and

in this instance,

of the

West African contemporary artist against the rich background of the
West African past
the wood carving, masks and statuary, the
bronze casting and silver work, the ceramic and the textile. Here lies
the difficulty of African contemporary art: to find original and new

—

form and

to

produce

art that

excels the old forms and convinces a

discriminating and biased international

old Africa and
solution

is

is

art

market

reluctant to look at and accept

that

is

modern

sold on the

Africa.

to recycle, to reinvent the past, to update the old

One

form and

allied or in part

S\ (Kan-Si)

to the south of

at

Dakar, and

connected with the London-based

—

Robert Loder has been there
Workshop concept
which was taking place concurrently although divorced from

Triangle

The thought occurred of the quest of any

Amadou Kane

hundred and more kilometres

—
the

Biennale.

looked hard and long at Question d'Identite by Dominique /inkpc
from Benin which was one of the largest works (310 x ^bO x 60 cm)
on show and comprised an installation of sculptures against a red
I

and ochre painted can\as. Certainl\. /.inkpc understands the
predicament of the contemporary West .Alrican artist and he
contronis it recklessly head on. He daubs his 20 or .^0 crudel\ made

wooden

figures in paint and icsins and glues and

vi.iiids ihciii in

Iront

1

JtJ^^
(left)

of his painted backdrop and ensures that one brol^en figure

is

placed

on the floor in the foreground as the frontispiece. If he is simply
working after and emulating or trying to recycle or change the face
of the old African art in this very congested work with his use of

modem media combined

fails in the

Zinlcpe,

(right) Wall of artefacts,

Question

d'Identite,

Senegal

(below) Serigne Mbaye Camara, Reverie
1997, 190 X 190 X 8.5cm, mixed media

with garishness in his colour and the slap-

dash application of paint, then surely he

Dominique

1997, 310 X 360 x 60cm, installation

almost

impossible task of reproducing the craftsmanship, the patina, the

And

splendour of the old.

here

I

am reminded

of the wall of a

property in close proximity to the National Gallery in the centre of
the city

which by chance of the hand of a dealer in artefacts is an
of masks, carvings and statuary from the region. This

'installation'

comprises an amazing array that so confuses the eye that

it

\

\

is

impossible to behold an individual piece without masking off the

On face

two installations. I opted for the
making a statement about his frustration with
the old and its commercialisation in a curio industry, which I think
he is doing, then he succeeds in making a powerful statement and
superfluous.
latter.

But

if

Zinkpe

value, of these

is

creating an aversion to the old forms and the desire to see the new.

But where

is

new? Perhaps Zinkpe can answer

the

this in his

new

work.

Also reinventing the old was Ousmane Ndiaye Dago, a Senegalese
graphic

artist

and photographer, whose photographs of nude or

nearly naked female bodies plastered with yellow and red ochre clay

were represented on the major exhibition.
the

Maison de

simply and

la

thigh of one of his subjects,

new

in face

was

and the colour of the clay on the
abstract

at the

and arresting. There

is.

of

it

can

and body painting but nonetheless

be highly effective in present time as

week

we were

to witness later that

opening of the other major exhibition of the Biennale.

the Exhibitions Personnelles (Solo Exhibitions) at the National

—
—

artists
Willie Bester. Carrie Mae Weems.
Ahmed Hajeri
were shown. Two strikingly bodywomen paraded the street and the vemissage amid the stares,

Gallery where four

Antonio Ole,
painted

the jostling of the journalists and the flash of cameras and rather
stole the

opening night.

this in protest

paled a

It

was

of the Biennale.

little in

I-:

Culture another of his photographs, depicting

in detail the textures

course, nothing

In the fringe exhibition at

said that an artist had orchestrated

The photographs of Ousmane Dago

deference to the real thing.

The work of Serigne Mbaye Camara. a Senegalese sculptor, held my
attention. He works with wooden slats and poles and metal to create
figures and fences or partitions which give form and the feeling of

-^

"~-'v,-.

I,

A

the raspiness and coarseness of the sisal or raffia costumes of old.

personal exhibition in a private gallery on the fringe

visit to his

my

tended to reinforce

opinion that the old was being reinvented

because there was a work depicting a canoe with people standing
it

— Derive —
I

that projected the shape, form,

of the old irrespective that

it

in

rhythm and feeling

had been created from present day

found objects of wood and metal w hich had not been carved or much
worked.
entitled

1

thought Camara succeeded in this and in another work

Le

Pom

in his reinventing

of old fonns.

Another major exhibit was the African Design Exhibition

Vema Space

near the embarkation quay for Goree which

in the
1

found

very exciting and which attracted an enormous and colourful crowd
its opening night. The upgraded and painted warehouse space
was bedecked with textiles, both wall and free hanging, and the tloor
was divided into areas to show furniture. This venture is only two or

on

three years old but one felt the creativity that

it is

again the recycling of old forms into reinvented

engendering. Here

modem

Serigne Mbaye Camara, Derive /(detail)

forms was

succeeding. The works of Babacar Sedikh Traore (Senegal) with his
chairs, that of Kossi

Assou (Togo) with wooden bed and reclining

benches with chevron designs. Issa Diabate (Cote d'lvoire) with his
very simple, very

modem

metal Chaise

imp longue and

his

Prototype II with cement base and pick handle, D. Diwouta Kotto's

(Cameroon)

stool,

Cameroon Chief's .stool, Diallo
France, and Kewel Sawalo Cisse

reminiscent of a

Cheick (Mali) who

lives in

(Senegal) whose Antiloppe reinterpreted the Ashanti forms, were
.splendid

—

professional,

modem,

all

often incorporatmg other

Lookmg at the three prominently
Champ
by Godfried Donkor of
Second Prize, my first inclination was to

Slavery was a predominant theme.

— From Slave

hung works

—

to

Ghana who received the
protest to myself: "We've seen

this

before" which reaction, to be

honest, includes the instinctively protective, self-defensive attitude

of the white westemer to this sensitive subject

But

way we had seen

in a

perhaps

in

it

in

an effort to bury

somewhere before down

it.

the time track,

old encyclopaedias or history books or boxing manuals

materials such as steel, plumbing pipes or painted surfaces. This

because the works incorporate reproductions of old illustrations and

was a good exhibition well presented and congratulations go

plans of slave boats, or even on the television because in another

directors, Nicholas Caisse

and others, for

their vision,

innovation.

to the

energy and

work

in the series depicted in the catalogue, there is the

heavy weight champion whose antecedents the
the image.

The

subject of slavery remains extremely poignant,

even more hurtful than colonialism and

painful,

clearly, if

Angola and indeed along

reminders are real and

of the imagination

real test

anything between 10

bondage

in

-

the Isle de Goree.

the numbers:

the estimates are

The

100 million people enslaved and sold into

Arab world, the Americas and Europe as late
Whatever the reasons, whoever was involved of

the

as the 19th century.

whatever nationality

in

can never remove

that there

is in

the

is

it

an enforced diaspora that benefited the development and

economic power of

we

At Dakar

the coa.st

Mozambique,

the East Coast to

visible.

ever

down

forgiven will never be forgotten. In West Africa and
to

modem-day

artist feels clearly fit

is

whatever way,

this atrocity

it

was wholly

And

abhorrent.

from our consciousness.

leamt

I

an ongoing project initiated by the Senegalese

Government which has involved an intemational competition, won
by an Italian architect, for the Memorial de Goree to be erected on
the most westem point where the cliff meets the Atlantic Ocean at
Dakar. Koyo Kouoh, a Cameroonian resident of Dakar, together
with the artist. Antonio Ole. talked about these issues. Koyo was to
question. "Why cannot Africa find its own to undertake this work?"

An

African's passionate belief in and plea for Africa.

Africa give over the buildmg of

Why

Why

its

memorials

"Why

does

to foreigners?" she

Zimbabwean Heroes Acre

built

by the Koreans instead of African constructors and sculptors?

Is it

asked.

indeed?

was

misperception of the expertise

Does
It

it

depend on who

was not surprising

in

initiates

that

the

Africa or

is

it

politics

a

and money?

and who pros ides the money?

no fewer than four

artists,

including

Godfried Donkor. encompassed the subject of slavery and the

Canie Mac Weems. an African American who
Oregon USA. one of two oulside-of-Africa artists
represented and whose work has developed through her seaich for
her own roots inevitably involving slavery and the diaspora, showed
Riliiiil it Rcvohition. This was an installation comprising walkthrough hangings of very fine almosl iiansparenl niatenal on w hich

enforced diaspora.
lives in

she had reproduced photographic images of ancient columns,
fortifications

and the sea together w

(herself perhaps) draped in white,

5

Godfried Donkor, From Slave to Champ,
1996, 55 X 38cm, mixed media

proximity to the
about slavery.

Isle

It is

de Goree. gave

a tender

ith

the figure of a

woman

which automatically, so close
rise to

in

thoughts and feelings

and touching work: the cloths moved as

one's

own movement

displaced air and was evocative of sad places

around the coasts of Africa and the islands of the Caribbean and
questioned how one people could cast other peoples into bondage.

Kcho, a Cuban, took up the theme by designing an installation
comprising five boats representing five continents involved in

With the help of

slavery.
in sheet

a local Senegalese welder

metal and Antonio Ole

the shore of the Isle de

Goree

who

in

who

built

accordance with the

when

water which,

ferry.

boiling,

The

craft

had been

The thought,

and the sentiment were all good.
if this would have worked better

I

if

crowd

partially filled with

steamed from the log

keels and simulated smoke.

wishes,

artist's

the boats were symbolically burned at night as the Biennale

from Dakar arrived by

them

supervised their positioning on

fires

beneath the

the concept, the passion

could not help wonder, however,
the boats had been built in a

combustible material and had looked less

like the pleasure tubs that

one finds on an English canal on a Sunday afternoon. More so that
they had been moored at sea and burnt with some pyrotechnics
thrown in and actually sunk. The artist should have been there to
and

effect the installation

from the continuing flow of

to benefit

ideas which the actual site and the

work

in silii

would have

stimulated.

Antonio Ole from Angola showed Margem da Zona Limite (The
Edge of the Limited Zone), a continuously reinvented installation
most of them
here consisting of some 30 to 40 found objects
mounted with a good sense of
appealing in their colour and form
composition on a wall measuring some 20 metres long with balance
and hamiony between the differing objects. These comprised sea
and metal most of
some of it flotsam
and sun bleached wood

—

—

—

newspapers

tied

in

Portuguese dating from the early 60s and

framed black-and-white and sepia postcards from the turn of the
century depicting mail and cargo boats being loaded or unloaded by
lines of black stevedores.

On

work was
on which

the floor and in front of the

a sweeping curved line of enamel bowls filled with sand
the spiral

(detail),

1998, installation

—

which probably had been manufactured in industrialised Europe
many years ago and which had pleasing forms, suggesting
associations and some, no doubt, which the artist had worked a httle
to join or manipulate to his intent. In addition, there were old, folded
and

Antonio Ole, Margem de Zona Limite

had been traced with a

on the constant brink of continuing war. There

many

references,

messages subtlely and without offence. Ole is gentle and does not
use the lash. What of the metal, probably manufactured in Europe,

which becomes an African mask? Is this a thought-through and
intended integration, or by the deliberate act of transformation, does
he intend the contra: that one equals one and reverses out the other. I
do not know the answer to this but Ole is African, of African and
Portuguese parentage, and

backgrounds and

finger.

are

work which passes

influences, associations and nuances in this

in this there is

cultures. Today.

an inevitable sharing of

Ole and

I

could

still

be worlds

apart because of our diverse experiences during the colonial era but

old postcards which in their day had fired curiosity and wanderlust,

by miracles of time and circumstance we are friends. This speaks of
enormous change, tolerance and understanding in the last 20 years

or were objects of nostalgia of faraway places for the colonialists

and gives

What

is

Ole saying? Trade routes

they were designed for and

image or engraved
fired

my

...

yes, of course,

who bought

illustration in the then old

encyclopaedias which

imagination as a young boy, along with those of the Zulu

that incurred the desire to travel to

new

War and

the

route to the

my

everything else

And

continents.

steamer from Southampton to Cape Town, calling
still

the use of the

at

the mail

Atlantic ports,

two journeys to Africa en
then Southern Rhodesia. But Ole is not using the

means of travel

for

first

titillate

my memory

1959. Ole uses them as a reminder of colonialism and what

meant to him as a young boy growing up in Angola and to
communicate some of the realities of his experience. For him and
that

for all others

who

suffered colonisation they are the antithesis of

objects of nostalgia. Every piece tells a story
religious confrontations in African
captivity

and slavery

masks and

(a painted face

— of

the sea

fetishes

behind a metal

and

ships,

and the cross,

grill),

and

in the

empty or holed or sand-filled bowls, hunger and poverty. The
newspapers indicate colonialism, the politics and economics and the
end of an epoch. But what does Ole mean by the Edge of the
Limited Zone? The edge of the ocean, at the port of Luanda which
is his home, is, I think, the Edge. And the Limited Zone is, I think,
the hinterland, hence the masks and fetishes of the people still torn
apart for 30 years and more by the anti-colonial war and followed by
a civil

war and

a fragile peace,

By

contrast, sharing the

Bester.

He was one

same space, were

the block-busters of Willie

of the South African contingent

and the tenuousness of an existence

who

are

involved in the other theme that emerged from the Biennale

He

of anti-apartheid and social injustice.

He

character and personality.

is

—

that

appears to be a strong

making powerful

protest statements

about the apartheid attitudes that continue to exist and manifest in
the present-day free South Africa.

As example and justification he

murder

in

which

shot dead while being carried on the back of

of a

wonderful adventure for an eighteen-year-old Englishman setting
sail in

hope.

talked about a recent callous

postcards, together with the other facets of his old port junk,

paraphernalia and memorabilia, to

me

them. This was the type of

Wars, Cetswayo and Dhliwayo, the Boer

was

by

running away from

a

white assailant

a tiny black child

was

mother who was

its

— one of some 20,000 murders

on black, black on white, white on
white, black on black. Accordingly, his expression is harsh and
direct. He intends to shock. His works The Edge of Awareness and
a year in that country: white

Scares Resources are busy,
metal pipes and gadgets

filled to the

— he

is

The Edge of Awareness, attributed
department,

is

was

to the apartheid dirty-tricks

The message

infused with a time bomb.

in the consciousness like

reaction

utmost by painted areas and

a superb engineer and technician.

an

to resist, to reject, to turn

is

pole axed

Bludgeoned,

away.

unmistakable, understandable and without
lacks subtleties,

is

my
Why? The message is
doubt valid. But for me it

oft repeated slogan.

horrible and sad without an iota of hope. Is

everything cast in such shadow, brutality and violence? Presumably
so and this
end.

is

what Bester intends and

However,

I

his

work

is

effective to this

worried about his lack of draughtsmanship and his

restricted use of paint in the pictorial areas within his

work.

(above) Jane Alexander installation including Harvester
(below) Jane Alexander, The Harbinger,

Jane Alexander showed, amongst others, a work entitled Vie

1997-98, 52x52 X 28cm

Harbinger, a cat-hke creature which was fearful to behold, the

man

herald of bad tidings. Similarly her Han'ester, a

with a

tail,

holding a whip, and which gives the impression of a collector of
souls,

made another powerful statement about South Africa which

— a cold and uncomfortable one.

had presence

I

Woman with Baby.
wood which presumably depicts a

took more hope from Freddy Ramabulana's

This was a sculpture in white
white

woman

— her colour

is

white, her features appear Caucasian

She is elderly, wears spectacles, has
irregular teeth and appears bad tempered and taciturn. The essence
of the work, however, is that she carries her child on her back, albeit
and she

carries a white child.

awkwardly,

in the

African traditional manner. This speaks of

change; of a gradual dissolution of western cultural values to absorb
African custom however crossly and recalcitrantly

I

was disappointed

to see so little

good painting

which they

attend

all

feel

West Africa and South Africa

undertaken.

is

'as painting'

major exhibitions. The selectors thrust was more
in

it

on the

to the installation

lead.

I

did not

venues and shows on the fringe which was extensive but

remarked and noted a few paintings:
Kharrat, an

Armenian Belgian

I

liked Untitled by

I

Amal

living at Saint Louis in Senegal,

who

reinterpreted the colour and design and feeling of the rough cloth of

Burkino Faso; one of Jonas Anoma"s
there were

some

entitled

La Pendaison

in

which

interesting mythical animal-like figures running

amuck; and from Cameroon, Claudie Poinsards Ombre Portee with
its predominantly red with yellow ochre which recalled the desert
and distant horizon.

So what

fate

contemporary

interest in the Biennale

curators, producers
this representation

8

art in

Africa? There was international

comprising publishers,

and promoters along with

was

less than

gleaned the impression that there

it

gallerists

artists but

and
probably

should or could have been.

is still

One

reserve in Europe about

contemporary

art in

interest in the

Francophone countries, much more so

than

London does

Africa but

Anglophone

in the

had been produced and printed
gallerist

clear that Paris takes a strong

it is

it would appear
The Biennale catalogue

south.

in Paris, for

from France who was looking

example. Daniel B, a

at art in

Africa for the

buying and investing as they were a
for contemporary African art given

contemplating an involvement

He was

growth.

It

way

every

in

first

— people not
decade ago — and he held hope

time, talked about the present art crisis in Europe

some

are

years and

was himself

of future interest and

in anticipation

optimistic.

—

one of
became evident through conversations with curators
Sybil Vogel from Berlin who worked with the first

whom was

—

Johannesburg Biennale

ends of the

that they will travel to the

earth to search for something

new

to present to the art followers

of

Europe. The accent appears to be on the different and one wonders
about the quality. Bernard Fibischer from Bern,

West

in

Zawawu, was

conjunction with Niggy Popp of

He asked "Why

there so

is

While

the individuality?"

who was

another

and curating a show entitled South Meets

first-time visitor to Africa

much

look alike

in

did not debate the issue

I

thoughtful.

Where

African art?

is

at length, I

to explain to him that the old art of Africa was
anonymous and works categorised by clan and tribe and area.
Further that the lack of individuality may come about because of the
inherent tolerance and respect shown for the elders which diminishes
the voice of the individual. And then there is the unashamed
copying and borrowing of a good idea, a good form, which is
successful in the market place. Examples of the respect, indeed fear
of the elders were to be found in Dakar
"I will help you make the

endeavoured

—

contact but you must select which works to photograph and take the

photographs, you write the

article

and then

be the subject

will not

I

of any antagonism or criticism" was an attitude more careful than

modest.

If

Dak" Art 1998

beacon then Africa

a

is

not yet thrown off the effect of

its

contemporary

in its

art

colonial shackles. Rather,

has

it

continues to look back and to depict and despise colonialism and
apartheid and while this

because

it

is

"not of our

needs to look

is

valid

it is,

making' and

at itself in the

nonetheless, easy to criticise
directed at the "other". Africa

is

The South Africans

present day.

being outspoken but in one direction only. There

commentary which has an
and perhaps therein

indirect political edge

lies the

way forward

content and thus the different.

We who

authoritarian sensitivities to any

con.sequent dangers but
ultimately to

if

It

much

are

social

which needs honing

new

subject or

live in Africa

know

the

form of criticism and the

these are challenged

more democratic ways and

of expression.

to the

is

a

needs strong individuals

it

might lead

more unfettered freedom
chance and undertake

to

Tapfuma Gutsa, with his Genesis which tells of death in Africa,
encompassed much, addressing it as he did to the whole of Africa
this.

past, present

and future rather than

to specifics or apportioning

blame. Helen Lieros. another Zimbabwean, in her Mother Africa

and Apocalypse Africa
There was one work

series,

that

I

painful contemporary African issue, that of Edith

d'lvoire

who

in

the Liberian Civil

War 1990
it is, I

may have

think, unlikely she

is

belonged

captured the

and

restaurant

my

sojourn in Dakar

its

Biennale,

its art

respect, admiration

the years.

It

moment,

for

in a silent

my ways

Koyo

at

an

tasteful.

all

its

people, had brought

me

to greater

and

am immensely

and congratulate them and

instigating and organising

my

grateful to

for the opportunity to attend the Biennale

injustices, the

Remi Sagna and

Dak' Art

and for

their

welcome and
work in

their .staff for their

for their country

and for Africa.

was a wonderful expression of Africa for Africa in Africa. May
they continue their excellent work to make the Biennale grow in

people

It

the gesture and

spoons and served me. At

their suffering, diversity

1

Seydi and indeed the Ministry of Culture of Senegal

hospitality,

prominence and success.

that

me. she personified not only the people of Dakar but

the African people in

I

Mouhamadou

and humble act of

and those of

was evident she remarked

for she then took the

it

dined with

and indeed contrition for the

impatience and the arrogance of

accepted

1

and

living there.

which was wonderfully refined and

served her the couscous and meat dish

down

Baby

more profound understanding of Africa and the movements of the
human spirit in which we can all share in truth and love.
Acknowledgements:

the last evening of

Armenian

with

Taho of Cote

killed because of the tribe they

however, while she

In all probability

picture in Liberia,

On

Woman

her photograph Le cote nefaste de la guerre au

Liberia depicted a mass grave with the words: "'Innocent victims of

to."

Freddy Rambulana,

speaks with a similar voice of the now.

noted on the Biennale which took up a

all

and beauty. Dakar

Wright discusses recent paintings by Hilary Kashiri on
show in a solo exhibition at Gallery Delta in September 1998
Gillian

inte

exterior

landscapes
A three-month
Africa

at the

residency awarded by the Aitists" Council of South

Fordsburg Studios

Johannesburg

in

in the

Kunana

area of

Newtown

1997 provided Hilary Kashiri with an otherwise

unattainable period of concentration and opportunity to experiment

which
in

is

reflected in the

work on show. That experience and

others

subsequent months have influenced his thinking, subject matter

and methods.

Around

the Fordsburg Studios

was

a vast squatter

camp which was

burned and razed by the authorities during Kashiri's time there

which he used to record his reactions to that experience. Until then
he seldom included figures in his compositions but the impact of this
destruction on the Kunana community necessitated the inclusion of
the protagonists and victims, and this initiated further use of figures
in

subsequent work. The

fact

of personal responsibility

in the

burning prompted large satincal images of the Sergeant-in-Charge.
This "underclass cleansing' which continues the methods of

Apartheid social control by a faceless inhuman authority Kashiri

non-human pile of a body in his two
whose form resembles a crumbling warhead
more than a person. "SERGE' painted across the canvas suggests a
Russian name, recalling Stalinist military methods, while alluding to
the common fabric of uniforms. Serge's clumsy cartoon-style hand
renders personal in the gross

space

Fordsburg Studios
(above) Hilary Kashiri, Serge (detail), 1997,
120 X 100cm, mixed media
(opposite) Hilary Kashiri, Backyard, 1998,
85 X 46cm, oil on canvas
(top) Kashiri's

at

paintings of 'Serge',

n

remembered emotions. But

spent together and
reflective.

Kashiri

the vision

In this he differs

the ob.server

is

is

from Meque

whose response was sombre and more physically immediate.
Kashiri says: "Luis was happy hut fatalistic. I am happ\ in a
different way.

I

This optimism

is

symbolic use of

an

opiiinisl."

present in his singing colours and frequent

light,

which he uses

and as an aesthetic device

truth

searcliini;.

all

urn

you

One

in

as an

image

for the search for

complex ways. He

"We are

says.

To find oneself.

tries to find fulfillinent.

Yourself is

He sees this search as a spiritual quest which finds
way that his subjects reveal themselves gradually

've got."

parallel in the

a

through a multi-layered multi-faceted technique that allows diverse
feelings and thoughts to inhabit one space. This approach suggests
the various aspects of

memory and

now
last

is at

times used to render

— images which embody ideas of loved ones

remembered presences

dead, those lost to disease, war, the struggle to survive. In the

year the

artist

has lost close relatives as well as three

artist

friends

— Luis Meque. Ishmael Wilfred and Fasoni Sibanda — of

his age

and with

New

whom

he studied and participated

in

Delta's various

Directions and Crossroads exhibitions between 1994-98.

In Offerings, tissued figures, evocative of the dead, float over other
layers behind which, in a depth

which seems

limitless,

is

a sky

compo.sed of bands of transparent colour Between the figures and
the sky hover calligraphic

marks which people, and

marks which we might

artists especially,

interpret as the

leave on their

communities. These traces are recorded on an invisible
of the coloured radiance beyond, which

Heaven
City, for

— one more accessible
example.

Spirit

we may

veil in front

see as an

image of

to us than the idea of the Celestial

images also appear

in

Ascension where

unexpectedly the upper part of the picture (conventionally the sky/

heaven)
blue.

Hilary Kashiri,

Hot Day, 1997, 77 x 57cm,

is

The

a

bloody darkened red. while the lower part

figures are

awkward,

despair, reversals and incoherence assert

mixed media

method

paintings, in subject and

is

a lovely

Doubt and possibly
themselves. The two

disorientated.

similar, together give us

.so

insight into the artist's conflicting responses to bereavement.

The arrows of his

bears a rudimentar> gun.

Differences, the collaged tissue paper

shoulder of a second officer whose head

is

forms which can be perceived as human

blotted out by smoke.

obscured, while Serge's non-head implies the absence

is

of the organ of thought. Their dark foreboding shapes are ridiculed
with sardonic delight by the

artist's

m

giving the subject a baleful fish eye

he sees with his belly. Thus the

his middle:

artist

in

both represents and

derides unthinking authoritarian cruelty, upholding the responsibility

of the

observe and record.

artist to

— or

compositional dynamics which

Broken Mirror
reflection

little

—

we

instinctively recognise as

human.

I S:

11

combine

the physical

and mental aspects of

and introspection. The reflected faces are self-doubting,

disillusioned, aggressive.

pemiits no revelling

mirrored faces

window

waning abstract
human energies

as

because of the colours of the wounded or decaying, and the

is

in

In these paintings the thinness of the paint

surface loveliness.

The

him a

to allow us to see inside

place of light and sensitivity, and feel the pathos of the person-

illusion of light in

created by the collaged tissue which here cracks the

suiface. indicating psychological brokeness.

Serge's body bears a small

In

used to create bone-like

quick calligraphic lines which

simultaneously articulate rank and personal information. The bright
lines are gleeful, especially

is

surfaces which catch a ghastly light and articulate

Further arrow insignia designate the

his tiny maggot-like head.

His reason

mount towards

stripes

an

Is

or the reflection or both, and does he speak of

the artist the mirror

li\

ing with the pain of

self-awareness?

become-instument of violence. This device breaks through the
Reflections in

illusion of thick materiality, suggesting an artist's painting,
interiority.

and

reflection.

in the exhibition.

Wiiitiiif; is

e-xpectantly towards the light

walls, pictures

— or

are they

vistas of light places.

In

employed

It is

in several

other paintings

of figures round a bar-counter looking

places

one seems

whose

from inside

solidity

and

— seem

to

open out onto

the figures, melting into shadows,

be seeing through retlected

denied.

and

the

company of other

shadows and
his close

2

in the

artists in

smoke

attractive veil through

in

which

pastel

a paradise of

and bright b\ the burning's haze,
in light

and colour does not

u.se.

interiority within the
is

in

Johannesburg. The rich colours,

the shine of reflected light suggest the sharing and

among companions. These paintings may
friendship with Luis Meque. who died shortly after

returned from Johannesburg

aler in

for they conceal

screen of particles of

only depend upon ironic or symbolic

other out towards the

towards

and recalls Kashiri's drinking expeditions

altered awareness

1

is

in the

unattainable shelter Bui his pleasure

light

\\

embers of burning homes glow. A trick of light is used seductively
in Kiinima Burning where a mirage of city buildings float be>ond,

made

light into

The drinkers ga/e towards

of the viewer The environment depicted

that

symptoms of unease

The Fire This Time creates an ironically

the picture in one,

artist's vision

beauty, lightness, but also as

windows

viewer. This direction of focus

city bars or "shebeens'

and rooms, and on

while they reveal. Light held

Hoi Day

to

is

into figures

from a curtained doorway: high on the

look towards the viewer with light behind them. In these
particularly,

windows

landscapes such as River Between, are received as intimations of

refer to

Kashiri

— the aflernoons and e\enings they

Kashiri searches for light and beauty in diverse subjects and in his

conlident experimcntalion. Prior to his residency

he was predominaiuly a landscape painter and
sustained.

He

olten invests landforms with a

in

Johannesburg,

this interest is

human

identity, not a

one but one that shifts back into dwellings, buildings or rocks
as soon as we think we ha\e recognised a human form. In this
metastatic relationship between difleieiu entities is a comment on
stable

Hilary Kashiri, Ascension, 1998, 80 x 110cm,

mixed media

our self-deceiving wish for
signification.
is

But

fixity, security

this constant

Hilary Kashiri, River Between, 1998, 102 x 77cm,
acrylic/mixed media/paper

within boundaries of

movement and changing

perception

also a realisation of freedom.

In his painting Discussion the

opposites

which

major image

composed of two rocks/heads

is at

is

a synthesis of

rising out of a single

image

once a mountain and a house. That the personages are

rocks intimates that they are eternally opposed but also forever
together, parts of the

same

entity,

bound

as

much by mutual

animosity as by attraction. The looking across the picture by each
face focuses the significant energy in the space between
is

them which

occupied by a floating abstract and symbolically void object.

presence reinforces the surrounding emptiness. The
unity

is

hill

densely worked with imagery of roofs and windows.

stained glass

windows suggest

graphic markings lend

body

the

as a temple

Its

or house of
Its

and varied

depth and visual stimulus in the top layer of

it

The opposition between sky/space and object/body is taut,
dramatic. The mauve of the sky is redolent of late afternoons in the
rainy season when life is renewed
the discussion takes place in a
paint.

—

empty environment. This painting
development of Two Heads, a work from earlier in the
positive, tender but

is

a

year,

and

gives the subject deeper complexity. Another experiment with
similar images

is

Night,

where

light

from a house glows out

into

rain-washed darkness.

The common rock formations in Zimbabwe lend themselves to
anthropomorphism and to legends which are part of local culture,
and Kashiri's intention

is

to

speak

in paint

of a unity, an

interdependence between humankind and the land. This insistence
apposite

now

as our

environment rapidly succumbs

to

"durawalled' urbanisation and deforestation. In the painting

balancing boulder
the unseen.

is

also a sentinel

The treatment of the

is

onslaughts of

Bam

a

on the horizon staring towards

land,

scumbled with dusty-looking

13

russety paint, tells of his love for

it.

The colours of the

drj' grass,

hot

skies and rich soils are intensified by nostalgia for childhood

Ruwa-Bromley area. But
like the good old days

holidays with relatives in the
ironic edge: the colour

is

golden

there

that

is

but burning

with savage heat and tense with the diagonals that slash the
landforms. In the ambitious cityscape. The Bridge, exhibited earlier
in the year, buildings coalesce into

human

forms, as they do in

On-

form and contrasting areas of colour jostle with
the excitement of city life. However the lyric painting. Wind, show s

Sentinels, while line,

most clearly the

artist's

rendered with the

love of landscape for

minimum

of strokes and

is

its

own

translation of elation at a scene of natural beauty.

movement

the

sake.

It is

a transparent

We

see in arrested

sweep of wind across sky and water, over

and stumps, recreating hushed but intense au;u"eness.

dry grass

It is

a relea.se

from the discipline of making complex thought and landscape yield a
unity.

This discipline

is

evident in The Full and Tdlking

Drum where

economic issues are worked into
two. formally organised, large paintings which retain elements of
landscape. In the latter the imbalance between information from the
Kashiri's thinking on political and

media and

traditional

wisdom

in

our fragile environment

is

the

theme. The sky's vast and intense blue and the earth's rich orange
elicits a

strong emotional response

In these paintings

and

Lti.^l

m

spile of the rigid compiisition.

Days, the third

in the series

which

is at

the National Gallery's Heritage Exhibition, the stongly geometric

(top) Hilary Kashiri, Barn, 1998,

75 x 100cm,

mixed media
Hilary Kashiri, Discussion, 1998, 70 x

]4 mixed media

100cm,

composition

is

Ornamentation

suited to the seriousness of the subject matter.
is

less Ia\ ish

and replaced by a rough texture which

projects the colour out from the surface.

This exhibition shows the work of an

artist

who moves

easily

between symbolic or representational images and more ambiguous
abstract ones,

imbuing them with various moods and

ideas.

I

think

and the inaccessible presents us

his virtual equation of the accessible

with an apt and honest rendering of contemporary experience where
the search for

meaning

that drives all of us takes place in a matrix of

conflicting and fragmented realities. His use of both representation

and abstraction

in

combination gives form

to this tension

between

opposites. incorporating the physical as well as those non-physical

aspects which defy rational interpretation. But his exploration in
paint allows beauty to

emerge from

sometimes hideous, alienating,

definition of beauty as "the sensible

even of what

his experience,

cruel.

is

Rabindranath Tagore's

image

of ihe infinite"

might

elucidate Kashiri's intention and our reponse to his work.

In thinking of Kashiri's intention

reminded of the hero. Athos.
Holocaust. Fugitive Pieces,

you

see.

Find a way

to

in

and achievement

Anne Michaels'

who

said.

"Look

I

am

also

recent novel on the

carefully: record

make beauty necessaiy: find a way

to

what

make

necessity beautifid."

(top) Hilary Kashiri, Wind, 1998,

30 X 40cm, mixed media
(right) Hilary Kashiri, Talking

Drum, 1998,

153 X 115cm, mixed media
All

photo credits Hilary Kashiri
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A Changed World'
i
Margaret Garlake
considers issues raised by
the exhibition of British
sculpture at the

National Gallery

in

Bulawayo

<
Anthony Gormley, Out of This World,
1983-84, 130 X 120 X 90cm,
lead, fibreglass, clay

To see

this exhibition in

visitor to

Much

dislocating experience.

was

Bulawayo,

as a

Zimbabwe, was a strangely

familiar,

—

work

of the

both by this purpose

context and from very different kinds of

and by

exhibitions. Since British Council shows are
designed for export we rarely see them in
Britain and I was reminded of how carefully
tailored each

one

is

especially to artists

to

this exhibition

practice?

What does

which sculpture

I

wondered,

way

in

understood today?

is

Indeed, does this word, sculpture,

still

(top

left)

David Mach, Golden Oldie,

'A Changed World'

1990s.

It

which the

is

from

the

mid-1960s

to the

begins shortly after the point
artists

known

who

Generation,

welded metal and

moment

is

as the

at

work

fibreglass.

The

history of

extremely complex though

it

bursaries, reforms to art education

and a

great creative curator,

no

The

which jettisoned two

significant break,

less than the artists.

tradition,

was

the

and modelling

abandonment of Henry

Moore's model of nature and organicism,

the craft
to

include the representation in photographs of

media

(Boyd Webb and Helen Chadwick).

Nevertheless, Anthony Gormley's body

Rachel Whiteread's plaster cast, Door.
and David Nash's Capped Block (The
Emperor of China) demonstrate that

(top right)

Edward Allington, First
Snail/From the Thousand Eared
Night, 1983, 40 x 25 x 60cm, plaster,

casts,

polystyrene with plastic insects

conventional

(below) Hadrian Pigott, Cadillac
(Pink), 1996, 89 x 82 x 60cm,
upholstered fibreglass case, with
ceramic washbasin, copper piping

skills are still alive

within

new

critical discourse.

A recent book on European

and American

sculpture since 1945 proposes a fundamental
distinction during this period

types of sculpture: the

between two

monument

repository of social values and
related to the
instability.

in

thousand years of European sculptural

beyond

far

traditions of carving

specially fabricated three-dimensional

and soap

was brought about by a conjunction of

the

medium

objects

New
coloured

in

as a

which has expanded

frameworks of

included Anthony Caro and

Philip King, began to

this

a survey exhibition of

—

1992, 108.6 X 109.8 x 96cm, mixed

adequately describe a category of practice?

British sculpture

— both

exhibition posits sculpture

object and the concept

little

say about the

which suggests

possibility of a radically transformed future.

The

impinge on sculptural
it

its title

not only a recent history of change but the

recipients,

How,

opportunity to travel.

might

its

who may have

is

denied

though from a very different

body

It is

that is

as a site of disruption

and

the latter that predominates

'A Changed World' where

Greg

as a stable

work

it is

ahgned, as

Hilty's catalogue essay emphasises,

with the notion of theatricality that has been

expressed through the female body as the

central to critical analyses of sculpture since

most potent sculptural metaphor. "A
Changed World' ends with the most famous

the early 1960s.

representative of the Britpack,

who

In the

is

situated as the latest in a lineage of artists

whose

enterprise has been to interrogate the

nature of sculpture since the Second

World

instance the "theatricality" of 'A
literally;

emblazoned on the cover of the elegant
and informative catalogue in the form of
it

is

Edward Allington's First Snail/From
Thousand Eared Night, a piece that

War.

So we may

Changed World' as
presenting a model of radicalism, the
purpose of which is to raise rather than
Its

unifying theme

like

at

—

of Nature in favour of mass-produced plastic
to

apparent lack of a

'Landscape' or

Work' or 'The World

the

explicitly rejects old notions of the centrality

see 'A

answer questions.

'Women

first

Changed World' can be understood

in Stone'

replicas. Incidentally, a fine sense of theatre

informed the decision to convert the groundfloor

windows of Doushn House

into display

areas that relate to the street rather than to
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the gallery's intenor

and thus act as

invitations to the passer-by to participate.

These spaces, occupied by First

Snail,

Hadrian Piggott's lewd and funny Cadillac
(Pink) (a wash-basin with additions) and

Barry Flanagan's The Cricketer, a bronze

dancing hare, are clearly arresting and
important

in

proclaiming the gallery's

presence and status. The exhibition

imbued with

itself is

a sense of theatre through the

interaction that

it

demands between

the

viewer and the object. Since the human

body

central to so

is

—

much of the work

whether as schematic representation
(Paolozzi), literal presence (Gormley,

Davies), allusion (Piggott,

TumbuH's Double

Red) or references to physical activity
(Wentworth. Long)
we are engaged as

—

participants in a process of direct

comparison. This process
different

from the way

in

the conventional statue
is

on

is

fundamentally

which we look

at

where the emphasis
of

stability rather than the disruption

preconceptions.

It is

we

not only our understanding of what

loosely call subject matter that

over-turned

is

by 'A Changed World'. Kapoor's
profoundly blue Void
colour

may

is

a demonstration that

be a material presence and

is

a

sufficient rationale for a sculptural work.

become

central has colour
its

absence

surprising today and

is

So

to sculpture that

may be

^M0r

recognised as a device to focus attention on
the work's material

and

its

role as a signifier

of nature or industrial process and so on.

David Nash works with wood as Richard
Long works with stone; both make pieces
that arc 'about' nature, landscape

own

presence

ideas.

in

and their

without representing those

it

The minimal transformation of

materials, without

added colour,

to trigger the references

depends. Colour

many found
industrial

is

on which

their

essential

is

their

work

of course inherent in

(above) Richard Wentworth,
Travelling without a Map (Passport),
1994, 154 X 100 X 14cm. galvanised
and tinned steel with paper labels

objects and matenals with

ongins such as Tony Cragg's

plastic detritus

and Richard Deacon's

linoleum. These are as far from traditional
sculptural materials as Kapoor's fibreglass or

'ready-made' wash-basin. There
1

o opportunism

in the

use of the

is

an

mundane and

Eduardo Paolozzi, Diana as an
Engine 1963-66, 193.7 high, welded
and painted aluminium
(right)

Cathy de Monchaux" velvet or Piggott's

I,

i

discarded which recalls both the twentiethcentury pioneers, especially Picasso and

Marcel Duchamp. inventor of the ready-

made, and the African
in

tradition of bricolage,

which the ordinary and the overlooked are

transformed. Deacon's work emphasises the
visibility

of process and the sheer tackiness

of materials like linoleum
that art

in

order to suggest

emerges as readily from the banal

and everyday as from the precious and the
'beautiful".

What, we may ask.

is

the particular

relevance of this exhibition to Zimbabwe,

where sculpture has

until

very recently been

dominated by stone carving with a

restricted

thematic repertoire, where linoleum, velvet.
bronze, steel and ready-made objects such as
Hirst's medical waste containers are simply

not available to most artists?

We

might also

usefully consider the nature of "influence",
that

portmanteau term which covers the

multitude of choices open to the

artist

such

as 'assimilate, align oneself with, copy,

address, paraphrase, absorb,

make

a

variation on"

and so on. Cragg's Canoe,

made

from found

largely

plastic, in other

words rubbish, may easily be imitated,

may Woodrow"s

as

transformation of sheet

metal ready-mades like the car radiator that
he used for his cut-out piece.

L(>nf>

Information. Let's hope then, that

Distance
artists

will recognise not only the potential of the

discarded found object but. more
importantly, the imaginative space that

it

offers for transformation rather than

imitation.

'A Changed World" presents an

extraordinarily wide range of materials,

(above) Anish Kapoor, Void, 1994, 110cm diameter,
fjbreglass, polystyrene,

pigment

(below) Richard Long, Spring Circle,
1992, 300cm diameter, Delabole slate

techniques, imagery and sculptural form,

each one of which can and should offer an
insight into (though nol a literal

model

for)

expanded sculptural

the nature of an
practice.

opened

Finally, the fact that this exhibition
in

Bulawayo

radical
that

is

rather than Harare highlights a

change

in the

Zimbabwean

art

conclusively demonstrated by a

to the National Gallery in

the visitor

town and

also has a decent

(it

cafe and a discreet, adequate shop).

with

life,

not least in the

artists'

are available for residencies.

importantly,

visit

Bulawayo. This

gallery proclaims itself to the

welcomes

world

It

hums

studios that

Most

operates professionally and

it

ambitiously; with no

more than Harare,

Yvonne Vera and her

staff

have successfully

solicited sponsorship for their diverse
activities.

The

National Gallery of

Zimbabwe now seems

be located firmly

Bulawayo; the empty

vessel in Harare

challenge and

Damien

creative centre of the

in

would do well

.set it.self

in order.

to

to accept the

Hirst,

Love You Forever, 1994, 121.9 x 121.9
waste containers and padlock

x 76.2cm,

Bill Woodrow, Long Distance Information, 1983, 180 x 104 x 38cm,
metal and mixed media

All
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steel cage, medical

photographs provided by The

British

Council

Zimbabwean art student Toni Crabb offers
some thoughts, around a series of photographs
taken as "notes" or ideas, on certain aspects of
line and drawing which fascinate her and which
she has been using to develop a language

Anthills,

moths, drawing

Anything

moves

that

leaves behind

or line which changes in

through which

it

some way

it

a trace

the space

Beginnings of an

passes:

Line

the

smoke of a bus

the trail of a shooting star

There

tickles, irritates.

an

is

anthill (Irritation)

irritating

quahty about the

convulsive mo\ ements of insects (a line of
ants, the

footprints

a

comb through

hair

beyond

The

a bulldozer

a spiderweb

buzzing of a

which has

subtle

traces are incisive or

some

scratchy,

ephemeral.

even aggressive,

some sensuous, some

a

power of drawing

window)
that is far

is its

capacity

and delicate minimum

of means.

Other things that cause

Some

on

provoke

their size or weight.

to suggest with a bare

...

tly

a capacity to

irritation:

dripping

taps, a light left on. stray hairs or nails.

Any

form of leaking energy. Thmgs that get lost.
Useless or uneconomical activity such as

dawdhna. Line can be

indolent, langorous.
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Paths (Constellation)

Repeated contact of our

feet

with the ground

over time.

f-^f-

Walking

is

a

way

of

constellating our personal

space, relating different points
in

it

to

one another, creating

memory.
Paths respect the terrain they cover, are
friendly, a soft incision.

View from an aeroplane

A sort of

1

:

1

A map

map.

making sense of space

is

(Projection)

another

(a labyrinth

way of

can be

solved in plan view). Birds" eye views are
intriguing because they allow us an

whose

a space
relate in

parts

image of

we cannot normally

such a global way.

Also the space of

satellites, vigilance,

military strategies.

Above

all.

from the

the space of distance, separation

floor, weightlessness; that

overabundance of images

that skate

of the

over the

surface of reality.

The space of

isolation, like a skin

of glass between us and the world."
It is

important to find

artistic strategies for

dealing with these aspects of reality that,

while taking them into account, do not
duplicate them.

contemporary
ills
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I

art

believe that most
work.s on the principle that

can be cured by imitating them.

Moths (Imperfection)
Moths

—
around
— suggest form of touch

a lightbulb for

fluttering

instance

a

clumsy and blindly

insistent (the

on

Lack of skill or

their wings).

that

is

bhnd eyes
technical

perfection. Strange passion.

Moths

inside a cupboard, eating holes in the

fabric: line, as contour,

We

works

to separate.

can conceive separation as stemming

from human impotence against our
surroundings and the desire to protect

weave of
would allow no

ourselves: textile, screens, the
fences. Perfect technology

gaps

in

our defences, eradicating

all

reminders of our vulnerability and our
connection to

all

the slow, hidden

the things

around

work of moths,

us.

Thus

the holes

they eat, are an antidote to certain

conceptions of culture which divorce
its

it

from

Rivers

sources.

(Fertility)

The snaking movement of the hne of

a

river across the ground. Springs.

Rivers draw the landscape.

Other water-drawings:

rain falling
irrigation canals

the flower or

crown drawn by

a drop of

water on hitting a surface
the contour of a

body drawn by shower

water.

Grass (Heat)
The

grass

when

to trap its heat.

the sun

is

going

Some drawings

down seems
give off a

feeling of warmth.

Louise Bourgeois:

''The repetitive

motion of a

line, to

back and forth movement of a
a person
Contour as a net of lines surrounding
something with this amount of care.

to sleep, cleaning

caress an object, the licking of wounds, the

of waves, rocking
an endless gesture of love.

shuttle, the endless repetition

someone you

''

like,

All

photo credits Toni Crabb
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Gallery pays tribute to an innovative

young artist who contributed to the
development of Zimbabwean painting
in the 90s and who sadly died,
only 27 years old, on 15 August 1998

Fasoni Sibanda
Bom

29 September 1971 in Harare, Fasoni
was educated at Zengeza Primary and High
Schools and went on to study painting,
printmaking and

textile

Workshop 1990-92).

design

It

(

BAT

at the

was here

that

Helen

Lieros noted his potential while invigilating

exams: "There

is

a remarkable youna

He works

painter in Fasoni Sibanda.

and
comes to

beautifully against the light in veiy soft

subtle colours. I have suggested he
the gallery."

She
the

"

recalls:

1990 A

At our

meeting during

initial

level art examinations.

Fasoni

was a quiet young man. shy by nature but
with a big warm smile and swift brush
strokes that captured the

of his

topic.

The

lines

mood aiui

essence

normally used by art

students were eradicated

and

the brush

markings were confident, structural and
well-composed."
first showed at Gallery Delta in the
Young Artists Exhibition in 1992 and
became part of the New Directions group
that included Luis Meque. Keston Beaton,

Fasoni

Richard Witikani. Ishmael Wilfred, George

Churu. Shepherd Mahufe and Hilary

He

Kashiri.

lived in Chitungwiza. the

sprawling densely populated township area
25 kilometres south of Harare, always

snuggling

was

less

to

make ends meet

subject matter troni the

people

as his

—

life

particularly the

work

He drew

tavourcd by buyers.

his

around him, the

women

their daily chores but his sensitive

— doing
and

nervous disposition shaped an indi\ idualistic
mterpiclation: his figures arc burdened,
sioical.

and give off a loneliness. He

depicted the solitary figure, sometimes two

He

or three, rather than crowds.

liked to

contrast by using areas of dark coloui in the

—
of
— and then pour

foicgiound
in

shadow

the

lii;hl

the side

a buikliiig
in

coimns; towards liim

swathed

the lighl. with
r.illici

ih.iii

Gallery Delta opens each year with a

Students and Young Artists Exiiibition
and

and

this year, despite the political

economic

uncertainties. Delta

was flooded with

aspiring artists, both those in art training and
the self taught. Their

show which runs

until 13

Februai^y enables us to see the country's

upcoming

Churu

Following

potential.

this

George

have a solo exhibition of pamtmgs

will

Chum's World: Man, The Land. The
Opening on 9 March will be Works
on Paper including the Print, a group
show of graphics and textures.
entitled

Future.

An

interestmg development in the local arts

scene

is

ZIVA

-

tlie

Zimbabwe

Institute of

VIgital Arts initiated by Saki Mafundikwa.

"ZIVA
in that

is a new and different visual arts school
we aim to train Zimbabweans in the new

media

skills."

They

offer courses of various

durations and levels in subjects such as

typography, graphic design,

&
from behind him.

was

It

this that distinguished his

work from

the

powerful Macintosh and

others in the group.

can contact them

at

Gallery Delta

Changing Directions and Crossroads

And Beyond

in

e.xhibitions

up

to

Directions,

Painting for Zengeza

-

Award of

career grew with a subtle

and hues of colour emerging which gave

individual

at}

expression of the African light. The figures, with structural
movement, emerged as dark shapes in a well-composed synthesis of
contre-joun His development was always pre-occupied with this
depicting different tensions as if releasing the anxieties that

light,

were suppressed behind his shy character Near the

young life, the sharp paint marks eradicated the bright mystical
background and forms emerged in more drcnnatic compositions as
relating to his fears, illness

Harare

modern

the British Council's exhibition of

British sculpture entitled

and death."

A Changed

World which includes works by Richard
Long, Anish Kapoor, Damien Hirst, Tony
Cragg, Anthony Caro, Boyd Webb and
others. This

is

one of the best exhibitions
in recent years

to

and

is

worth a long look particularly for local
sculptors wanting to find out

if

showing the

is

during February. Opening on 4

is

have come to Zimbabwe

part of his

latter

in

unique ceramics and drawings of Eino

February
quality

at

The National Gallery

Distinction

Nangaku
artistic

computers. You

Crossroads

4 Markel.

Helen Lieros continues: "Fasoni 's

PC

<mafundik@africaonline.co.zw>.

1998 and also annually on the National Gallery's

Heritage exhibitions, winning the 1994 Overall
in

New

in the

design, video

123 A Nelson Mandela

at

Avenue or on e-mail
Fasoni exhibited regularly

web

and image making using

film, animation

the world

is

up

to.

It

what

the rest of

March and

runs until 21

be followed by another .sculpture

will

exhibition of works by contemporary French

We

had known Fasoni as a large and chubby young man, quiet but

with the other

loan

when

his wife

all

was

see what

artists,

venture to raise

money such

was going

on, telling us about a

and

in late

new

as printing T-shirts, or to appeal for a

other avenues had failed. There were

ill

1997 a bout of malaria

weak. He became a recluse, shunning

visits

many

left

pressures,

him

thin

by his friends; he

and
lost the

use of both his legs and in the end had to be carried.

in 1996: "It is

a good painting forthright and a remarkable

likeness of him in his better days." Portraiture

genre

in

Zimbabwe, a

is

an undeveloped

in his

work

reveal possibilities

not have time to pursue. His death
is

is

a sad loss.

which Fasoni did

Twenty-seven years

too short. But even in such limited time Fasoni Sibanda

those

who

has

made

The National Gallery in Bulawayo will open
the Heritage Exhibition on 26 February.
This runs through March as well as works from
the

NGB

Permanent Collection

Galleries. Gail

Altman

in the

has a solo

In April there will

Small

show

in

be an exhibition of

photographs by two talented local

artists,

David Brazier and Luis Basto,

as well as a

first

solo exhibition of wire sculpture

by

Samuel Musharu

surprising fact considering the centrality of

family and importance of status in local culture. This self-portrait

and the development

Gilbert Clain.

March.

Attending his funeral Derek Huggins saw the self-portrait Fasoni had

done

artist.

VW to talk

cheerful, often arriving at Delta in his battered old yellow

a difference in

Zimbabwe's

art

was one of

and he has

left

Both Pierre Gallery and Mutupo: The Totem
Gallery have ongoing displays of
various
is

Zimbabwean

artists.

work by

Sandro's Gallery

currently being rented out for a variety of

shows - phone

for information.

his mark.

The

Zimbabwe Association

has a meeting each

(clockwise from bottom left) Fasoni Sibanda, Zengeza-4
Market, 1994, approx 49 x 70cm, mixed media
Fasoni Sibanda, The Hospital, 1997, approx 75 x 90cm,

mixed media
Fasoni Sibanda, Self-portrait, 1996, 45 x 40cm, mixed media
Fasoni Sibanda, The Farmer, 1995, 21 x 30cm, pen & inks

the

last

Monday

of the month

at

Bookcafe with discussions on various

topics, issues, exhibitions

Everyone
in.

of Art Critics

is

welcome

to

and events.

come along and join

Please contact us at Tel: 861195 or e-mail

<bmurray@mango.zw>
details.

for information

and
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